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A multifunction trade-off has contrasting effects on the evolution of form and function

Abstract.—Trade-offs caused by the use of an anatomical apparatus for more than one function are thought to be an important constraint on evolution. However, whether multifunctionality suppresses diversification of biomechanical systems is challenged by recent literature showing that traits more closely tied to trade-offs evolve more rapidly. We contrast the evolutionary dynamics of feeding mechanics and morphology between fishes that exclusively capture prey with suction and multifunctional species that augment this mechanism with biting behaviors to remove attached benthic prey. Diversification of feeding kinematic traits was, on average, over 13.5 times faster in suction feeders, consistent with constraint on biters due to mechanical trade-offs between biting and suction performance. Surprisingly, we found that the evolution of morphology contrasts directly with these differences in kinematic evolution, with significantly faster rates of evolution of head shape in biters. This system provides clear support for an often postulated, but rarely confirmed prediction that multifunctionality stifles functional diversification, while also illustrating the sometimes weak relationship between form and function.
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Morphological systems with more than one function may experience trade-offs tied to an inability to simultaneously optimize alternative functions (Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Wilson and Yoshimura 1994; Koehl 1997; Wainwright 2007). The compromises inherent in trade-offs suggest that multifunctionality discourages the incorporation of novel functions into existing repertoires, thereby limiting diversification of these systems (Schaefer and Lauder 1996; Gatesy and Middleton 1997; Bennett and Lenski 2007; Walker 2007; Farina et al. 2019). But, the efficacy of this suppressive effect has been called into question by recent research that finds that traits most closely tied to trade-offs show elevated rates of evolutionary diversification, demonstrating that trade-offs can sometimes promote rather than limit diversification (Holzman et al. 2012; Muñoz et al. 2017, 2018). These contrasting observations indicate a need for specific tests of multifunctional constraint, particularly as they suggest that the impact of a trade-off may be context-dependent. Furthermore, most studies of multifunctionality focus on underlying anatomical traits, but because the mapping of form to function can be complex, it is important to explore diversification at both levels (Koehl 1997). In this study, we asked how multifunctionality affects evolution of the feeding mechanisms in fishes. We compared prey capture kinematics in fishes that feed with one mechanism, suction, with those of fishes potentially exposed to a trade-off invoked by having two prey capture mechanisms: suction and biting.

Suction feeding is used by nearly all aquatic vertebrates for prey capture. Highly versatile, suction is used to capture virtually any free-moving prey, including fishes, crustaceans, polychaetes, zooplankton, and insects (Lauder 1985). A suction strike involves rapid expansion of the skull that draws in water and prey, made possible by mobile cranial elements and by the high density and viscosity of water (Lauder 1980a; Sanford and Wainwright 2002; Westneat...
Across ray-finned fishes (Actinopterygii), for whom suction feeding is the ancestral mode of prey capture, skull expansion is achieved by way of flexible joints and many independently moving components (Schaeffer and Rosen 1961; Anker 1974; Elshoud-Oldenhave 1979; Lauder 1980a; Westneat 2006). Some fishes, especially in reef habitats, have expanded their feeding repertoire, using direct biting actions to remove attached prey not easily captured with suction (hereafter termed “biters”) (Liem 1978, 1980; McKaye and Marsh 1983; Bellwood and Choat 1990; Konow and Bellwood 2005; Konow et al. 2008; Gibb et al. 2015). Biters continue to use suction, but habitual biting or grazing places novel functional requirements on their cranial anatomy (Bemis and Lauder 1986; Gillis and Lauder 1995; Van Wassenbergh et al. 2007; Ferry et al. 2012; Mackey et al. 2014). A biting strike typically transmits greater forces through the jaws to the prey or substrate than a suction strike (Liem 1979; McGee et al. 2016). Elevated forces in biters are expected to lead to greater cranial strength and stability, but a reduction in mobility as a result of a fundamental trade-off between transmitting motion versus force through the musculoskeletal levers that form the kinetic fish skull (Kotrschal 1988; Westneat 1994; Ferry-Graham and Konow 2010; McGee et al. 2016; Martinez et al. 2018).

We explored the impact of multifunctionality associated with biting on diversification of the feeding mechanism by comparing the rates of evolution of cranial mobility measured during prey capture in 44 species of suction feeders and biters spanning 28 families of fishes of percomorph fishes (Percomorpha includes about 160 families). Using landmark morphometrics applied to high-speed videos of fishes feeding, we generated a dataset consisting of seven traits capturing cranial motions during suction feeding. We then estimated rates of evolution, trait optima, and convergence of suction kinematics, as well as the evolutionary rate of cranial morphology. We used two contrasting approaches to assess evolutionary rates of cranial mobility.
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(e.g., kinesis) and major components of kinesis (e.g., jaw protrusion, rotation, gape, etc.), one based on a univariate Brownian-Motion and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model-fitting framework, and a second with a Bayesian, relaxed clock, state-dependent, multivariate model of Brownian Motion. If a trade-off between mobility and force transmission constrains the evolution of prey capture kinematics, we should see slower rates of evolution in species that use both biting and suction, versus those using suction alone.

MATERIALS & METHODS

Dataset Construction

Feeding mode distribution.—We categorized species in our study as either “biting”, referencing those species that use both biting and suction, or “suction feeding” based on published information about their feeding ecology and our own observations in the lab and the field (Purcell and Bellwood 1993; Westneat 1995; Randall et al. 1997; Ferry-Graham et al. 2001; Wainwright and Bellwood 2002; Konow et al. 2008; Oufiero et al. 2012; Copus and Gibb 2013). We classified a “biting” feeding mode as one where the fish uses suction as well as direct biting actions. A direct biting action was designated as one where the fish’s closing jaws make contact with the prey item to either grip it or scrape it from a holdfast. We identified 31 suction feeders and 13 biters in our dataset of 44 species (Table S1).

Feeding videos & landmark morphometrics.—We collected 175 lateral view high-speed videos of suction-based feeding strikes in 44 species of fishes from 28 families within Percomorpha for which we had identified feeding mode. To calculate overall cranial kinesis, we used the method described by Martinez et al. (2018), summarized here. Landmark morphometrics were used to
digitally capture head shape at ten equidistant time points during each feeding strike, starting with onset of mouth opening and ending when maximum gape was achieved. We used tpsDig2 (Rohlf 2015) to place 18 landmarks on the fish’s head: 10 fixed landmarks denoted functionally informed, homologous points of the cranial anatomy and 8 sliding semi-landmarks along the ventral margin of the head captured the motion of the lower jaw and depression of the hyoid apparatus of the throat, which we refer to as “buccal depression” (Fig. S1; doi: 10.25338/B8703S). Landmark data were analyzed in the statistical software R v. 3.6.3 (R Core Team 2019) using the package geomorph v. 3.1.2 (Adams and Otárola-Castillo 2013). A generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) was performed to align the data, an iterative process of scaling, rotating, and translating all shapes to reduce the Procrustes distance between them (Rohlf and Slice 1990). Alignment of sliding semi-landmarks during GPA was done in a manner that reduced Procrustes distance (Gunz and Mitteroecker 2013). We extracted head shape data from the starting image of each strike, when the mouth was closed, computed a separate alignment for those shapes, and then averaged them by specimen and then by species. This procedure for extracting head shape data from video sequences resulted in a morphological dataset in which all downstream analyses of head shape were independent of scale.

Calculating total cranial kinesis and kinematic components.—We visualized each feeding strike as a trajectory of head shape change. The length of this trajectory was quantified using Procrustes distance, which represents the distance between two points (i.e., shapes) in shape space (Kendall 1984; Adams and Otárola-Castillo 2013) (distances \( i_j \) in Fig. 1b). This resulted in nine distances between the ten head shapes representing a strike sequence, which we summed to get the total trajectory length, representing overall cranial kinesis (sum of \( i_1 \) to \( i_9 \) in Fig. 1b).
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longer shape change trajectory represented higher kinesis, with a greater range of motion of cranial bones (Martinez et al. 2018; Martinez and Wainwright 2019). We separately measured six components of cranial kinesis from the landmark data, which we refer to as “kinematic components” (Fig. S2). These measurements included the peak values of major elements of the expansive phase of a suction strike: upper jaw protrusion, mouth gape, cranial elevation, upper jaw rotation, lower jaw rotation, and buccal depression (Fig. S2). These kinematic components are functionally integrated in a suction feeding strike and their sequential, coordinated activation is a defining feature of suction feeding (Gibb and Ferry-Graham 2005; Bishop et al. 2008; Olsen et al. 2019). All measurements, including overall cranial kinesis and all six kinematic components, were computed for each feeding strike and averaged at the specimen-, then species-levels prior to conducting statistical analyses.

Data Analysis
**Phylogenetic comparative methods.**—To account for the effects of shared evolutionary history on kinematic and morphological traits, we employed a dual model-fitting approach to estimate the impact of native feeding mode (suction or biting) on the rate of evolutionary diversification of kinematics during suction-based feeding events. We pruned a large phylogeny of ray-finned fishes (Rabosky et al. 2018) to the species in our dataset and used the R packages *stats, ape v 5.3* (Paradis et al. 2004), and *phytools 0.6-99* (Revell 2012) to explore evolutionary patterns. Where species in our dataset were not present in the phylogeny, we substituted them with a species chosen at random from those in the same genus or the most closely related genus that were sampled in the tree; four species required this substitution (genera: within-Choerodon; Oxycirrhitus to Paracirrhitus; Cyprinocirrhitus to Notocirrhitus; Terelabrus to Bodianus).

We estimated disparity separately for each kinematic trait using morphol.disparity in *geomorph*, and also took the average of all 7 values. Separate phylogenetic ANOVAs using procD.pgl in *geomorph* were used to compare overall cranial kinesis and individual kinematic components by feeding mode (at $\alpha = 0.05$). We used principal component analysis (PCA) on the correlation matrix to visualize the multivariate kinematic data. Lastly, to compare head morphology, we visualized the morphospace of interspecific head shape variation from landmark data using the plotTangentSpace function in *geomorph* and measured overall morphological disparity with the morphol.disparity function in that R package.

**Convergent evolution.**—We used two distance-based metrics of evolutionary convergence, as implemented in the package *convevol v 1.3* (Stayton 2015). We estimated convergent evolution among biting lineages in our kinematic data, including overall cranial kinesis and the six kinematic components. $C_i$ estimates the proportion of phenotypic distance closed by evolution of
the putatively convergent tips, given the maximum distance in phenotypic space between lineages, including estimated ancestral states at nodes (Stayton 2015). We also compared $C_3$, which estimates the proportion of the total evolution of the putatively convergent taxa distance that brings taxa closer together, or that which is “attributable to convergence.” We ran significance tests using 500 simulations of convratsig when estimating the degree of convergence in kinematic data, which iterates the distance-based convergence tests.

**Evolutionary rate and trait optima estimates.**—There are no reliable methods yet to model the effect of a discrete trait in a multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck framework for very high-dimensional data, like the morphometric landmarks that we used to capture head shape (Adams and Collyer 2018, 2019). Therefore, we used multivariate Brownian Motion models implemented in *geomorph* to estimate evolutionary rates and compared the fit of single- and multi-rate Brownian motion models (Adams and Otárola-Castillo 2013; Adams 2014). We used feeding mode as a binary discrete trait.

We used a two-fold methodology to estimate rates of character evolution for kinematic components and kinesis for biters and suction feeders. In the first approach, we fit a series of Brownian Motion (BM) and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) models of trait evolution to estimate univariate evolutionary rates. Both BM and OU models can be used to estimate evolutionary rate of a continuous character and to test for the effect of discrete trait history on continuous character evolution. We used feeding mode as a binary discrete character and generated a distribution of 1,000 stochastic character maps using *phytools* (Revell 2012). For kinesis and each kinematic component, we then fit five BM or OU models on each stochastic character map using *OUwie* (Beaulieu et al. 2012). We fit single-rate Brownian Motion, “BM1”; multi-rate Brownian
Motion, “BMS”; single rate, single optimum Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, “OU1”; multi-optimum, single rate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, “OUM”, and multi-rate, multi-peak Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, “OUMV”. We elected not to fit multi-rate, multi-peak, multi-selection Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models with a separately estimated sigma-squared and alpha (OUMVA) because of difficulties with interpreting values of sigma-squared under different estimates of the alpha parameter (Ho and Ané 2014; Cooper et al. 2016). We compared the fit of models across all 1,000 stochastic character maps using AICc, with a distinguishability cutoff of 2.0.

Secondly, we fit estimated rates of kinematic evolution in suction feeders and biters with a Bayesian approach, using a relaxed clock, state-dependent, multivariate BM model of evolution, implemented with the MuSSCRat model and executed in RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016; May and Moore 2019). We used the MuSSCRat model for estimates of evolutionary rate because it allows multivariate estimates of the Brownian rate parameter, jointly estimates evolution of the discrete trait and the continuous traits avoiding a source of bias in rate estimates (Revell 2013), and uses a relaxed-clock model incorporating background rate variation that provides improved type-I error rates (May and Moore 2019). Most common implementations of BM or OU are univariate, allowing only one continuous character at a time (Adams 2014; Denton and Adams 2015; Adams and Collyer 2018, 2019). However, the multiple kinematic components measured in our fishes are mechanically linked and are concurrently activated during a feeding strike. For this reason, a multivariate approach that allows us to capture that covariation is valuable. Furthermore, a state-dependent, relaxed-clock model allowed us to directly test our hypothesis that the rate of evolution depends on feeding mode, at the exclusion of other sources of rate variation.
We ran three separate MCMCs of the MuSSCRat model due to unit incommensurability between the three forms of measurement data (Huttegger and Mitteroecker 2011; Adams and Collyer 2019). We fit independent models with the three angular kinematic components, the three linear distance components, and overall cranial kinesis as continuous characters and used feeding mode (biting and suction feeding) as a binary discrete trait. The MCMCs ran for 500,000 generations (distances), 1 million generations (angles), or 2 million generations (kinesis) with a 10% burn-in, and we set a prior expectation on the number of transitions between discrete states at 5 for all models. We drew transition rates from a log-normal prior and set a log-uniform prior on the probability that the rate of the continuous characters was state-dependent. A log-normal prior informed the rate shift distribution. We describe how we evaluated the influence of priors on the number of rate shifts on posterior parameter estimates in the Supplemental Methods (Fig. S5).

RESULTS

Diversity in kinematics and morphology

Overall cranial kinesis and kinematic components.—Suction feeding fishes had greater overall cranial kinesis, undergoing greater total shape change during feeding strikes, than did biters (Fig. 1). Across six components of cranial mobility, suction feeders had more diverse feeding kinematics, possessing an average of 13.53-fold greater variance among species than in biters (Table S2). Additionally, fishes that use biting had smaller mean values than those that use only suction for all kinematic components except for lower jaw rotation, and also displayed lower overall cranial kinesis (Fig. 2; Table S3). A PCA of the six kinematic components resulted in all variables loading positively on PC1, which accounted for 65.9% of total variation and
represented an axis of low to high mobility, with biters clustered low on PC1. PC2 (17.8% of total variation) primarily captured variation among suction feeders, with upper jaw protrusion and maxillary rotation loading positively and highly, but maximum gape loading strongly, but negatively on this axis (Fig. 3a; Fig. S3; Table S4).

*Head shape diversity.*—Feeding mode had a strong effect on head shape. When visualized in the first two axes of a PCA, feeding mode separated species into two minimally overlapping groups (Fig. 3b). Head depth and mouth size were major contributors to this separation, correlating most strongly with PC1 (40% of total variation) and PC2, respectively (29.1% of total variation). Biters occupied parts of the morphospace associated with deeper heads and smaller mouths as compared to suction feeders. Disparity (i.e., variance) of head shape in suction feeders was 1.54x that of biters but was not statistically different (p = 0.15).

*Convergence among biters.*—We found strong evidence for convergent evolution in kinematics of species that use both biting and suction ($C_1=0.404; p < 0.0001$), indicating that biters have closed 40% of the maximum distance in kinematic phenotype space between their lineages. An estimated 20.2% of the total evolution of kinematic components and total cranial kinesis in biters brought these putatively convergent taxa closer together ($C_3$) (Fig. 4). Consistent with the results for trait means and variances, biters converged on lower cranial kinesis and lower variation among species in kinesis than suction feeding species.
Stochastic character maps.—A distribution of 1,000 stochastic character maps, simulating the discrete character history of feeding mode, recovered an average of 9.00 transitions between states, including some from suction to biting, and others back again from biting to suction (Fig. 5a). Reconstructions predict the ancestral character state of the sampled taxa to be suction feeding.

Morphological evolution.—Head shape evolved faster in biters than in suction feeders, with the former having about a 1.62-fold faster rate of evolution. Model fitting significantly favored different rates for feeding mode groups over a single-rate model (BMS preferred over BM1, p = 0.01). Though biters have an elevated rate of head shape evolution compared to suction feeders, their slightly lower disparity is likely due to the smaller proportion of time on the phylogeny spent in a biting state.

Kinematic evolution.—In a Brownian Motion and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model fitting framework, suction feeders had elevated rates of evolution when compared to biters in all six kinematic components as well as total cranial kinesis (Fig. 5b, Table 1). All traits were best fit by a multi-rate, multi-optima model of evolution (OUMV), but some traits were equally well fit by either multi-rate Brownian Motion with no adaptive optima (BMS; buccal depression, head rotation) or a single-rate, multi-optima model (OUM; lower jaw rotation, maximum gape). As all traits were equally well or best fit by the OUMV model, we reference its parameters for the rest of this manuscript, particularly when comparing this model-fitting framework to an alternative approach used, below. Suction feeders always had an optimum associated with larger trait values than biters (Fig. 2). Furthermore, in suction feeders, model-predicted trait optima were largely aligned with the central peaks of empirically measured trait values, but observed trait distributions in biters were often centered on a peak associated with slightly higher trait values than those
predicted by the model. Rates of evolution for kinematic traits were, on average, 16.53 times faster in suction feeders than biters, with the difference ranging from a 2.99-fold faster rate in maximum gape to an exceptional 47.40-fold faster rate of upper jaw protrusion in suction feeders. An alternate method for rate estimation, using Bayesian relaxed-clock, multivariate, state-dependent models of evolution, reported an average of 13.50-fold faster evolution of kinematics in suction feeders than in biters while accounting for background rate variation, across three models (Fig. 6). Suction feeders evolved kinesis 15.13 times faster than biters, with a posterior probability of separate rates for each discrete state of 0.997 and an estimated 5.29 rate shifts. For linear distance-based components, suction feeders evolved 22.46-fold faster than biters, with a posterior probability of 1.00 for state dependence of the rate and an estimated 8.34 rate shifts. For angle-based components, suction feeders evolved 2.91 times faster than biters, with a posterior probability of state dependence of 0.91 and an estimated 7.13 rate shifts. The magnitude of the effect of feeding mode on trait evolution was variable; in kinesis, there was a strikingly strong correspondence between variation in rates that was attributed to the discrete trait and the overall rates for each branch (Fig. 6, Fig. S4). In contrast, the distance component traits and angle component traits showed a more moderate role for background rate variation contributing to overall branch rates.
We found patterns of diversity in fish feeding motions that are consistent with a trade-off constraining evolution in species with multifunctional jaws used for both biting and suction, compared to species that feed only by suction. Our results show a dominant role of multifunctionality in governing the evolution of suction strikes and of cranial mobility, with exceptional rate differences between groups: 16.5-fold per-trait average or a still high 13.5-fold (multivariate BM rate) faster evolution of species that use just suction feeding, even when accounting for background rate evolution. This very strong effect of feeding mode is underscored by the remarkable similarity in the evolution of total cranial kinesis between overall branch rates of evolution (Fig. 6a, center) and rate attributed to feeding mode, indicating that feeding mode accounts for nearly the full range of rates of evolution of suction feeding kinematics (Fig. 6a, right). We found that the constraints of the trade-off have limited both the degree of kinesis as well as the diversity of kinematic combinations in species that use both biting and suction when they feed using suction. In contrast, suction feeders have elevated kinematic diversity in part because of the higher degree of cranial kinesis, but also because they couple their highly mobile strikes with varied contributions from different kinematic components to the overall feeding motion (Fig. 3a). For example, two of the highest kinesis suction feeders, Antennarius hispidus and Epibulus insidiator, have either high buccal expansion and comparatively modest jaw protrusion, or exceptional jaw protrusion with little buccal expansion, respectively.

Reduced kinesis appears to be adaptive for biting fishes with a multifunctional feeding apparatus, with lower rates of kinematic evolution across multiple model-fitting methods. Because of the inherent mechanical trade-off in levers between transmission of force and motion (Westneat 1994, 2003), adaptation in a feeding system that uses biting toward the transmission
and application of force during biting results in less mobility during suction strikes. In a biting strike, the force applied to the prey item is transmitted directly through the jaw lever systems, which may lead to the evolution of efficient muscular force transmission and constraint of skeletal movement to minimize misalignment of force and motion (Tedman 1980; Kotrschal 1988; Bellwood and Choat 1990; Vial and Ojeda 1990; Friel and Wainwright 1997; Wainwright and Bellwood 2002; Ferry-Graham and Konow 2010; McGee et al. 2016). These expectations for the design of a biting feeding system contrast with characteristics of suction strikes, which often include a large expansion of the buccal cavity to drive the flow of water into the mouth (Elshoud-Oldenhave 1979; Lauder 1980b; Camp et al. 2015; Jacobs and Holzman 2018), including jaw protrusion that increases the hydrodynamic forces that suction feeders exert on prey (Holzman et al. 2008; Staab et al. 2012).

Many biting taxa in our study have lost independent mobility between the two major bones of the upper jaw (Gosline 1987; Kotrschal 1988; Purcell and Bellwood 1993). Loss of independent upper jaw mobility results in less complex motion of the bones and, in most cases, the loss of upper jaw protrusion altogether, likely contributing to the extreme difference between groups in evolutionary rates for this trait (47.4-fold faster in suction feeders). The relationship between loss of mobility and reduced diversity of kinematics is reminiscent of the pattern in terrestrial vertebrate locomotion where an increased number of mobile elements is associated with diversity in locomotor patterns (Mosauer 1932; Dagg 1973; Hildebrand 1989). For example, mammals that almost exclusively move their hind legs synchronously, like adult rabbits, have fewer gaits than animals that routinely move each of their four limbs in different patterns (e.g., horses). Such a relationship between diversification and number of independent elements is consistent with literature on modularity, which suggests that an elevated number of modules may
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increase the evolvability of the system, or its ability to vary (Hallgrímsson et al. 2009).

Interestingly, the observed distribution of biters for each kinematic trait is centered around a slightly larger value than the optima estimated by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models (Fig. 2), possibly reflecting compromises required to maintain adequate mobility to produce effective suction or that these species have yet to reach the optimal trait values. We conclude that convergent evolution of reduced cranial mobility during suction feeding may be a consequence of trade-offs that are characteristic of a multifunctional feeding apparatus, providing an example of how specialization for one function may have major consequences for another, within the context of a multifunctional apparatus.

Much of the observed diversity among suction feeders appears to be associated with the different prey that these species normally feed on. Our sample includes piscivores with a large mouth opening and substantial buccal expansion (e.g., Antennarius hispidus, Epinephelus ongus), predators of small fish and elusive invertebrates with a high degree of upper jaw rotation (e.g., Epibulus insidiator, Oxycirrhites typus), and species that crush shelled prey in the pharyngeal jaws but capture them with suction (e.g., Cheilinus trilobatus) (Hiatt and Strasburg 1960; Grobecker and Pietsch 1979; Ormond 1980; Cornic 1987; Myers 1991; Wainwright and Richard 1995; Randall et al. 1997; Craig 2007). The higher rate of kinematic evolution in native suction feeders suggests that changes to kinematic pattern, achieved by varying the amount and relative contribution of different skull motions, are a key part of the adaptive diversification of this feeding behavior, an insight that is supported by literature pointing to trends between feeding kinematics and trophic ecology (Liem 1978, 1979, 1980; Norton and Brainerd 1993; Norton 1995; Rupp and Hulsey 2014; Longo et al. 2016; Martinez et al. 2018).
Surprisingly, the observed difference in the rate of evolution of feeding kinematics is not associated with a parallel pattern in cranial morphology, as we found that relative to biters, suction feeders have an average of at least 13.50-fold faster kinematic evolution, but biters have 1.62-fold faster rates of evolution of head shape (Fig. 5b). It is possible that the substantial kinematic constraints imposed by a biting feeding mode have spurred evolution of the cranial morphology to meet those requirements. While a more detailed exploration of morphology may reveal greater anatomical diversity in specific structures in suction feeders, this result indicates that kinematic evolution reflects something more than a simple mapping of function onto morphology (Koehl 1997; Wainwright 2007). By extension, the impressive morphological diversity of suction feeding ray-finned fishes may substantially underestimate their kinematic diversity, whereas fishes that rely on biting have less kinematic diversity than would be expected from their morphological variation. This result also suggests that caution is warranted when inferring functional traits from morphology, a key step in many ecomorphological studies (Feilich and López-Fernández 2019).

Our study demonstrates that the effects of multifunctional trade-offs are not restricted to phenotype or functional space occupation, but also affect evolutionary rates in the involved traits and functions. The role of trade-offs in determining the occupation of morphospace have been documented in some taxa. In turtles, interactions of hydrodynamics, self-righting ability, and mechanical stiffness constrain shell shape, and the trade-offs between these functions can pull species between optima (Polly et al. 2016; Stayton 2019; Polly 2020); in birds, release of trade-offs on the hindlimbs as the forelimbs evolve to be used for flight results in elevated diversity of the hindlimb (Gatesy and Middleton 1997); and in land plants, an adaptive landscape with multiple functional obligations contributing to fitness results in greater morphospace occupation
than a landscape with just one function (Niklas 1994). Our results conceptually extend these principles to show that the effects of trade-offs may not be to just move lineages between adaptive peaks but also to increase or decrease the rate at which they traverse functional and phenotypic space.

Multifunctionality is widespread in organismal systems and our study indicates that it can elevate the exposure of these systems to trade-offs, with substantial consequences for the evolutionary dynamics of functional attributes. Nearly all organismal systems are multifunctional in some form, but the fundamental physical principles underlying organismal design provide opportunities to understand the effects of the consequential trade-offs on evolution of those very same systems. A key goal in future work will be to test the generality of how multifunctionality impacts diversification, especially the degree to which variation among taxa in the level of multifunctionality is a major regulator of the pace of functional evolution.
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**Figure Legends**

*Fig. 1.*—Comparison of motion trajectories of suction-feeding strikes by fishes that naturally feed with either a biting or suction-based feeding mode. **a)** 175 feeding sequence motion trajectories displayed on PCs 1 and 2, colored by feeding mode. Individual lines connect frames that are part of a single feeding sequence, and each point along the lines reflects head shape during one of the 10 sampled frames of the video sequence. Larger points at the ends of lines indicate starting postures (i.e., closed mouth, shown as an open point) and maximum gape...
(closed point), and smaller points represent intermediate motion points. All strikes proceed in a generally downward direction on the plot. Deformation grids indicate landmark positions at minima and maxima for each PC; the position of the eye is circled. The major axis of variation corresponded with head shape diversity (PC1), followed by an axis of shape change largely associated with feeding motions (PC2). b) Mock illustration in the style of sequences shown in a, displaying shape change of a fish head during a single suction feeding event and the resulting shape trajectory.

Fig. 2.—Major kinematic components in fishes that use suction and biting feeding modes and their evolutionary optima. Density plots depict the maximum value of each measured variable attained during a feeding sequence, averaged by species. Dashed lines indicate the evolutionary optima (theta) estimated by the multi-rate, multi-optima Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model (OUMV), colored by feeding group. Phylogenetic ANOVAs for all kinematic traits were significant at $\alpha = 0.05$, except for lower jaw rotation. In every measured kinematic component and in overall kinesis, biters have both lower values and lower variance among-species, relative to suction feeders. Illustrated on the left are starting and maximum gape postures of Paranthias furcifer; illustrated at each panel is the motion measured by that kinematic component. Red lines on the illustrated fish indicate mobile anatomy that has been measured and arrows show the direction of motion.

Fig. 3.—Distribution of biting and suction feeding fishes in kinematic and morphological space. a) Principal component axes (PCs) 1 and 2 from a PCA of six kinematic components. Points represent species’ means. Note that suction feeders occupy much larger ranges than biters on
A TRADE-OFF SHAPES RATES OF KINEMATIC EVOLUTION

PCs 1 and 2. Vectors in upper left inset represent PC loadings of kinematic components. Illustrated species at maximum gape posture, clockwise, starting from left: *Chaetodon lunula*; *Epibulus insidiator*; *Antennarius hispidus*. 

**b)** Morphospace of head shapes based on landmark morphometric data. Within the space defined by PCs 1 and 2, the two feeding modes have minimal overlap in shape. Illustrated head shapes (closed mouth posture) of selected species, clockwise, starting from left: *Naso elegans*; *Antennarius hispidus*; *Oxycirrhites typus*; *Canthigaster bennetti*.

![Figure 4](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/advance-article/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syaa091/6040745)

*Fig. 4.*—The evolutionary history of overall cranial kinesis among fishes. The y-axis is total cranial kinesis measured during suction-feeding strikes. Selected species have been drawn in starting and maximum gape postures to illustrate the range of overall cranial kinesis found in our dataset. Illustrated fishes, as well as species names, have been colored by feeding mode. Internal branches and nodes were estimated using maximum-likelihood with the phenogram function in *phytools* (Revell 2012).

![Figure 5](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/advance-article/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syaa091/6040745)

*Fig. 5.*—Results of macroevolutionary models in a Brownian Motion and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model-fitting framework. 

**a)** Sample stochastic character map of feeding mode history, with pie charts at each node indicating the frequencies of each state, across 1,000 stochastic character maps. 

**b)** Rate ratios of suction feeding species to biting species for multi-rate, multi-optima Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OUMV) models for each trait except head shape, where multi-rate Brownian Motion (BMS) estimated the rate. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Blue coloration indicates observations where suction rates are faster than biting rates. Gold coloring
indicates that biters have a faster rate. The dashed line, at 1, marks where the rates of evolution of suction feeders and biters are equal.

Fig. 6.—Results of macroevolutionary model-fitting with a Bayesian, multivariate, state-dependent, relaxed clock model of Brownian Motion across 3 models, showing substantial support for independent rates for each feeding mode state. Left, the posterior density distributions of the rates for each group colored by feeding mode. Center, overall per-branch rate estimates are mapped onto the phylogeny. Right, rate variation that is attributed to the discrete state are mapped onto the phylogeny. Center and right, on branches warmer colors indicate higher rates and cooler colors, lower rates. To the right of tree tips, circles indicate the feeding mode state for each species. a) Model-fitting on overall cranial kinesis showed strong support for distinct rates between groups, with most of the rate variation explained by the feeding mode state. b) The three distance-based traits showed strong support for distinct rates between groups but a more moderate effect of background rate evolution, seen in the increased disparity between the overall rates and the rate variation attributed to the discrete trait. c) The three angle-based traits, while still strongly supporting two discrete rate classes, show a peak indicating a lower probability of identical rates between groups. Notably, the relationship between branch rate and feeding mode state is very pronounced in angle state-dependent rates, as suction feeders uniformly have higher rate than biters.
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Table 1: Best-fitting evolutionary models from Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model fitting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>AICc diff.</th>
<th>% best model</th>
<th>σ² ratio</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Θ_{biters}</th>
<th>Θ_{suction}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gape</td>
<td>OUM</td>
<td>-131.59</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OUMV</td>
<td>-131.87</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head rotation</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>316.95</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OUMV</td>
<td>315.37</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>17.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buccal depression</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>-224.53</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>20.15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OUMV</td>
<td>-223.31</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>22.73</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesis</td>
<td>OUMV</td>
<td>-63.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower jaw rotation</td>
<td>OUM</td>
<td>380.56</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>19.34</td>
<td>46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OUMV</td>
<td>379.93</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>22.87</td>
<td>45.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper jaw rotation</td>
<td>OUMV</td>
<td>372.25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>38.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper jaw protrusion</td>
<td>OUMV</td>
<td>-172.82</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>47.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: We fit single-rate Brownian Motion, “BM1”; multi-rate Brownian Motion, “BMS”; single rate, single optimum Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, “OU1”; multi-optimum, single rate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, “OUM”, and multi-rate, multi-peak Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, “OUMV”. We display multiple models in the cases where more than one model was considered ‘equally likely’ by AICc. The sum of “total percent best model” for a single trait may exceed 100% in cases where more than one model was consistently identified as best- or equally-well-fitting. ‘σ² ratio’ is the ratio of σ² estimated in suction feeders relative to biters, under the best fitting model.